Firth or East Malvern
12 July 1903

My dear Spencer,

First of all - let me say that I shall have much pleasure in contributing something to the publishing fund of the A.A. for whereas the money is wanted - meantime throw my hand as cash is scarce until then I had for a set placed there bought.

Nest I thank you very much for your kindness in reading the manuscript and for your very valuable criticisms which
I gratefully accept with the spirit in which they are made. As to Ramia's girl being there, my children and my sister's children are Ramia-married and in "Ramia-ship" to each other, but my children and my brother's children are Mija and Upatta in accordance with age, sex.

Now think over your objection to non-wife which seems to me coincident with formal-wife and see if any other term will suit—perhaps one is more precise, the "tonga-made" wife, but that is a few weeks' word.

If it will make bunched your too much time and use the whole strength of my chapters in local sympathy, social organisation, and marriage.

Yours faithfully, [signature]